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 PRIMITIVE RUGS OF THE "KONYA" TYPE

 IN THE MOSQUE OF BEYSHEHIR
 BY RUDOLF M. RIEFSTAHL*

 MONG the most important specimens of early carpet weaving that have
 survived to the present day are what are known as the "Konya" rugs, a small
 group of rugs which were formerly in the mosque of Ala ed-Din in Konya, and
 which are now one of the great treasures of the Evkav Museum in Istanbul.'

 Only three of the "Konya" rugs have been published. The Evkav
 Museum contains several additional pieces which will be published by Dr. Aga-Oglu,
 formerly of the Evkav Museum, now curator of Islamic Art of the Detroit Museum.
 The complete list of the rugs in the Evkav Museum is as follows:

 I. Rug with Kufic border, simplified pattern of lozenges enclosing flowers in center
 field. Published, Martin, op. cit, pl. XXX-c; Sarre, Seldsch. Kleinkunst, pl.
 XXII; Bode-Kuehnel, Antique Rugs from the Near East, transl. Riefstahl, New
 York, 1922, fig. 60.

 II. Rug with allover pattern of octagons on tan ground. Published, Martin, op. cit.,
 pl. XXX-b; Sarre, op. cit., pl. XXIII; Bode-Kuehnel, op. cit., fig. 61.

 III. Rug with allover design containing elements of Kufic lettering. Published, Martin,
 op. cit., pl. XXX-a; Sarre, op. cit., pl. XXIV, Bode-Kuehnel, op. cit., fig. 62.

 IV. Large carpet in two parts, blue ground.
 V. Large carpet, red and brown.
 VI. Fragment with Kufic border.

 VII. Early "nomad" rug.
 VIII. Early " nomad" rug.

 I believe numbers VII and VIII to be of later date than the preceding six rugs. I shall
 not, however, discuss numbers IV to VIII, which are to be published by Dr. Aga-Oglu.

 Until now, these rugs have been thought to be the unique surviving specimens of their
 type. But in the summer of 929, during an expedition in Anatolia, I found in the Eshref

 *I am greatly indebted to my friend and assistant erection of the mosque," without giving any reasons.
 Mr. Martin A. Charles for some of the drawings analyzing "Konya" rugs have also been published by Sarre in Kunst
 the Seljuk stone reliefs; to M. Paul Alfassa, of the Mus6e und Kunsthandwerk, 1907, no. io, and in his book on
 des Arts D6coratifs, Paris, for the photograph reproduced Seldschuckische Kleinkunst, Leipzig, I907, pls. XXII-
 in Fig. 22; and to Miss S. Der Nersessian for that shown in XXIV, text, pp. 51-52. Compare also Migeon, Manuel
 Fig. 44 and the permission to publish the same. d'art Musduman (new edition), p. 353; Kuehnel, Islamische

 i. These rugs were first discovered by F. R. Martin. Kunst des Mittelalters, p. 44x; Kurt Erdmann, Orientalische
 Some of them are reproduced in his History of Oriental Tierteppiche auf Bildern des XIV. u. XV. Jahrhunderts,
 Carpets, pl. XXX. See also his remarks in the text, p. 113, in Jahrbuch d. preuss. Kunstsammlungen, vol. 50, IV,
 where he claims the rugs to be "contemporaneous with the p. 295.
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 Oglu Djami in Beyshehir,2 among a number of indifferently good prayer rugs of the Ladik
 type, a series of rugs which belong, without any doubt, to the same group as the famous
 Konya" carpets.

 These rugs, together with a few other interesting, if not unique, specimens from the same
 mosque, which do not, however, belong to the Konya group, form the subject of this study.
 From them, and from other observations made in the course of the past five years in
 Anatolia, I have permitted myself to suggest certain conclusions concerning early rug
 weaving in Turkey. I should not like to offer my study, however, without expressing
 in the very beginning the hope that these interesting and exceedingly rare specimens of
 Turkish carpet weaving may be transferred by the Turkish authorities to some place more
 secure and more accessible than the mosque of Beyshehir. It would be of the greatest
 benefit if they might be made accessible for study in the Museum of Angora or if they might
 be incorporated into the treasure of ancient fabrics now preserved in the well-ordered and
 protected museum in the former Tekke of the Mevlevi in Konya.

 DESCRIPTION OF THE RUGS IN ESHREF OGLU DJAMI, BEYSH EH I R

 List of rugs (the numbers follow those of the Konya rugs):

 Beyshehir IX-Large carpet with undulated vine pattern (Figs. i, 2; details, Figs. I3, I5).

 Beyshehir X-Fragment of large carpet with diamond design (Fig. 4).

 Beyshehir XI-Fragment of large carpet similar to Konya III (Fig. 3).
 Beyshehir XII-Three fragments of sixteenth century carpet with a repeat pattern of

 diamonds formed by four arabesque leaves (Fig. 9).

 Beyshehir XIII-Fragment of tapestry-woven carpet, inspired by sixteenth century
 textile design (Fig. io).

 Beyshehir XIV-Fragment of medallion carpet, Ladik, seventeenth century (Fig. ii).

 Beyshehir XV-Fragment of early sixteenth century "star" Ushak (Fig. I2).

 Beyshehir IX

 This is a large fragment of a rug (Figs. I, 2, 13, I5) in importance equal if not superior to
 the large pieces in the Evkav Museum. The fragment is about five meters long.

 The center field shows a pattern of undulated vines running parallel, with attached
 pendant palmette flowers turned alternatingly to right and left. The design is strongly
 angularized. The vine is decomposed into a series of successive units. Each unit consists of
 a straight shaft which terminates at the top in a "forked arabesque-leaf" motif. In the
 center of this motif is a third, leaf-shaped, angular motif, the explanation of which presents
 difficulties. From this third motif issues the shaft of the next unit, which is turned in a

 direction opposite that of the preceding unit. The pendant palmette, attached to a curved
 stem, issues from the forked arabesque-leaf motif.

 2. Concerning this mosque see Sarre, Reise in Kleinasien,  p. 126, pls. L-LI; Sarre, Konia, p. 23, and the publication
 of my own studies in Beyshehir (in preparation).
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 FIG. i-Beyshehir, Mosque: Woolen Rug (Beyshehir IX). Seljuk Period or later

 FIG. 2-Border of Rug Shown in Fig. I
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 FIG. 3-Beyshehir, Mosque: Fragment of Woolen FIG. 4-Beyshehir, Mosque: Detail of Woolen
 Rug (BeyshehirXI). Seljuk Period or later Rug (Beyshehir X). Seljuk Period or later

 FIG. 5-Late Classic Fabric from Egypt. IV-VI
 Century (after Falke, Seidenweberei, fig. 32)

 FIG. 7-Byzantine Fabric. VII-XI
 Century (after Falke, Seidenweberei, fig. 228)

 FIG. 6-Late Classic Fabric from Egypt. IV-VI
 Century (after Falke, Seidenweberei, fig. 34)

 FIG. 8 Byzantine Silk Fabric. VII-XI
 Century (after Falke, Seidenweberei, fig. 229)
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 PRIMITIVE RUGS OF THE "KONYA" TYPE

 Strongly angularized as it is, there is no doubt that the pattern is a conventionalization
 of an undulated vine with attached palmette flowers.

 The motif as it appears in the Konya carpet, but more fluid, is frequent in textile designs
 of the fourteenth century and later. It gains particular importance in the fifteenth century
 and continues deep into the sixteenth century. We find it in Chinese, in Near Eastern,
 but particularly in Italian fabrics of the so-called "Lucca" type. One difference is, how-
 ever, to be noted between the Beyshehir design and that of the textiles. The Beyshehir
 pattern shows the palmettes attached to the stem as drooping, pendant, while in the
 textile designs, the palmettes attached to the curved stems are almost always erect,
 following the direction of the stem. In addition to the principal, large palmettes, however,
 we sometimes find secondary, drooping palmettes.3 The drooping palmette is more
 prevalent in the late sixteenth century variations of this age-old pattern. Though the
 fluid textile design is, as I have said, strongly angularized in the Beyshehir rug, the
 stylization is very successful, and good balance is maintained between pattern and
 background.

 Now arises the problem of whether or not the design is to be found, not only in textiles but

 also in knotted carpets. We have a record of what may be a very early use of the pattern
 in carpet design. Herzfeld4 has described a curious fabric thrown over the side of a boat
 represented on one of the Sassanian reliefs of Tak i-Bostan. He interprets what is visible
 of the design as a spiral vine and assumes that the fabric is not shuttlewoven but is a
 knotted carpet. The latter point seems to be perfectly plausible. If the design is a spiral
 vine we would have to assume that the field of the rug was decorated-like our Beyshehir
 rug-with a lengthwise repetition of the undulated vine pattern, and in this case this
 Sassanian carpet design would be a forerunner of our Beyshehir pattern. But another
 interpretation is possible. I have always suspected that the double spiral system of
 composition of the so-called Isfahan or Herat rugs goes ultimately back to a design of a
 tree crowned by a palmette and with symmetric spiral branches issuing to right and left-
 a motif which Sassanian art inherited from the late Hellenistic. The carpet of the relief
 may very well represent such a tree design, of which two branch units, each with two units,
 one turned upward, the other turned downward, are visible. It is sufficient to compare
 Herzfeld's carpet with the tree designs in Sassanian silverware in order to see the possibility
 of this interpretation.5

 Among the actually surviving carpets which I know, I do not recall any with exactly
 the same design as that of the Beyshehir rug. But that such a design was used in knotted
 rugs seems probable after a study of two strange Anatolian rugs in the Metropolitan
 Museum of Art, New York, and of certain rug borders. One of these two rugs (which were
 chosen for the museum by the vigilant eye of Dr. Valentiner) may be quite an early
 specimen (Figs. i6, I7); the second (Figs. I4, i8) must be assigned to the seventeenth

 3. A few examples may be of interest: Falke, Geschichte museums in Berlin, Berlin, I900, pl. Io7-a, b, Chinese
 der Seidenweberei, fig. 387, Lucca type with upright palm- textiles of the fourteenth century, both with upright
 ettes mingled with basilisks; figs. 5o8-5Io, all three showing palmettes.
 Venetian fabrics of the second quarter of the fifteenth 4. Herzfeld, Am Tor von Asien, fig. 44, p. 138.
 century with upright palmettes; fig. 5Ix, of the same . Compare Smiov, Argenterie Orientale, . 4, .'. - .1 , ,. , . 5. Compare Smirnov, Argenterie Orientale, pl. 49,
 period with upright palmettes and minor drooping palm- fig. 83, and pl. 55, fig. 89.
 ettes. Also Lessing, Gewebesammlung des Kunstgewerbe-

 I8I
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 century, though it probably represents an earlier type of design. The first rug measures
 197 x II4.5 cm. It is cut and was perhaps considerably longer though not wider. The
 rug is doubtless Caucasian. The warps are cotton. The reciprocated lily border also speaks
 for Caucasian origin. The ground of the center field is dark vermilion; the stems of the
 design are dark green outlined by black. At the top of each lozenge, formed by two
 arabesque leaves, is a small diamond-shaped field, pale tan with small red cross. The
 border has reciprocated lilies, blue and tan, outlined by black. The narrow border is pale
 tan, the water lines black and pale tan. The design seems to be a simplified version of certain
 patterns found in Seljuk carvings which I discuss below (compare Figs. 25, 38). The border
 obliges us to assign the rug to a period hardly earlier than I600 A. D., although the design
 of the center field would suggest a much earlier date. The center field is covered by a
 striped repeat, showing an angularized floral design, the odd stripes growing upward, the even

 stripes downward. The single units of each stripe consist of two angular forked arabesque
 leaves, issuing symmetrically from the same point. The upper parts of these forked leaves
 form a sort of ogive, which encloses a central floral motif in which we may recognize an
 angular stem crowned by a palmette. This part of the design recalls the pattern of the
 center field of Konya I, which in its turn is a simplified form of the pattern executed in
 stone relief on Turumtai Turbeh, Amasia (Figs. 23, 38). The lower parts of the forked
 arabesque leaves hang downward and sustain the pair of forked arabesque leaves which

 leaves interlock very skillfully with the pendant leaves of the neighboring stripes, which,
 as I have stated, grow downward. This interlocking produces the illusion of a continuous
 surface pattern. But the composition, as analysis shows, is in reality arranged in stripes.
 If we split the design lengthwise, isolating a single stripe, we obtain a design of curved
 stem with attached leaf motives, which is very similar to the design of the Beyshehir rug.6

 The second rug (Figs. I4, i8) is, as is clearly shown by its seventeenth century "T"
 border, a late specimen. The center field shows what seems to be a design of ogives, each
 formed by four arabesque leaves and containing two symmetrically opposed drooping
 palmette flowers. But, again, if we split the design into stripes, we obtain an undulating
 vine consisting of angular arabesque leaves turned alternatingly to right and left, with
 attached angular palmette flowers, drooping alternately to the right and the left-we
 obtain, in other words, a design practically identical with that of our Beyshehir carpet.

 A somewhat degenerated form of the design occurs sometimes in rug borders. A quite
 convincing example is the border of a Caucasian rug of the seventeenth century, which
 belongs to the Austrian state.7 Even the leaf or palmette motif at the base of the starting
 stem seems here to be preserved in the shape of a little knob.

 6. This rug is interesting for the history of Caucasian curved arabesque leaves is confused and without meaning,
 rug design. It is not the only one which shows a relation the perfect logic of the design appears in the Metropolitan
 between Anatolian and Caucasian design. (Compare Fig. rug. Careful investigation will show that practically all
 22. Compare the relation of certain Bergama designs to late designs can be traced to clearly designed earlier speci-
 Kazak, of certain Kulah designs to Kuba and other Cauca- mens of the same type; only in rare cases new types of
 sian designs). The Metropolitan rug is clearly a fore- design have been developed under the influence of textile
 runner of a well-known type of Kabistan rug (see Grote design or of Western models.
 Hasenbalg, Masterpieces of Oriental Rugs, pl. 34, Brentano, 7. Sarre-Trenkwald, Ancient Oriental Carpets, pl. 41.
 New York). While in this rug the foliage attached to the

 I82
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 FIG. 9-Beyshehir, Mosque: Fragment of Woolen Rug FIG. Io-Beyshehir, Mosque: Fragment of Tapestry-Woven
 (Beyshehir XII). Probably late XV Century Rug (Beyshehir XIII). Early XVI Century
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 FIG. i i-Beyshehir, Mosque: Fragment of Medallion Rug FIG. I2-Beyshehir, Mosque: Fragment of Star Ushak Rug
 (Beyshehir XIV). Probably Ladik, Early XVII Century (Beyshehir XV). Early XVI Century
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 PRIMITIVE RUGS OF THE "KONYA" TYPE

 While it is of course impossible to establish a direct filiation between the Beyshehir
 design and the designs of the rugs I have discussed, these later designs on pieces actually
 extant prove that angular floral designs akin to the Beyshehir design must have been
 somewhat frequent. The Beyshehir rug happens to be the first specimen of this type of
 angular floral pattern that has come to hand, which can be assigned, if not to the Seljuk
 period, at least to a very early period in the history of Anatolian rug knotting.8

 Beyshehir IX has a wide border, framed by two narrow borders, which are in their turn
 framed by two narrow bands containing a spiked chevron pattern. The design of the main
 border is very curious. It will hardly be possible to see in it, in spite of superficial resem-
 blance, a degeneration of Kufic lettering. It contains in regular repeat a standardized
 unit which seems rather to be a last souvenir of a design of tree crowned by a palmette
 flower, with two lateral branches sustaining minor palmettes.9

 The color scheme of the center field of the rug is closely related to that of certain of the
 Konya rugs, such as Konya I, IV, and VI. The ground is of dark indigo blue, the design
 of a lighter indigo blue outlined in white. The narrow borders are in pale yellow and tan.
 The color of the main border is, however, quite original: the black design stands on a
 delicate mauve ground. The combination of the two blues of the center field with the
 mauve border is exceedingly subtle.

 Beyshehir X

 This rug (Fig. 4) shows a type of design hitherto unknown. Broad bands, decorated
 with a fret design, ton sur ton, divide the field into diamonds. In each diamond is an
 eight-pointed star.

 While I do not recollect this design in other rugs, it seems almost certainly to have been
 borrowed from Byzantine textiles. We possess a series of late classic fabrics discovered in
 Egypt, and of Byzantine fabrics of the sixth to the eleventh century, in which scatter
 motives are grouped in a lozenge composition.10 The fabric shown in Fig. 5 (after Falke,
 fig. 228) resembles so closely the design of the Beyshehir carpet that it is impossible not to
 see a relation between them. Almost identically the same pattern is found in a late classic
 silk fabric reproduced by Strzygowski.11

 While a new type in rug design, the pattern is one that lacks imagination. Deprived of
 its mellow color, the rug would probably have a most unfortunate linoleum effect. The
 colors, however, resemble those of Beyshehir IX and of the Konya rugs. The background
 of the center field is of medium blue; the bands forming the diamonds are of dark blue,

 8. I may mention as a mere curiosity the undulated rische Kunst, p. 152. The resemblance of this border to a
 vine pattern offering a superficial resemblance to the design border sometimes found in so-called "Egyptian" or
 under discussion, which occurs on a fragment of an "Damascus" rugs seems to be superficial only. Sarre and
 Anatolian carpet belonging to the Austrian state. This Trenckwald see Kufic elements in the latter design (com-
 fragment has found its way into Ancient Oriental Carpets, pare the rugs on pls. 49 and 55 of Old Oriental Carpets, both
 where it is reproduced in color on pl. 54. The undulated of which belong to the Austrian state).
 vine here is a transformation of an Empire acanthus vine. io. See Falke, Seidenweberei, figs. 32, 34 (late classic
 I do not think that the rug can be assigned to the late textiles from Egypt), our Figs. 5, 6; also Falke, figs. 228,
 eighteenth century: color and design have the character- 229 (Byzantine textiles from the seventh to the eleventh
 istics of the middle nineteenth century. century), our Figs. 7, 8.

 9. See the early Spanish rug in the Kaiser Friedrich iI. Strzygowski, Asiens bildende Kunst, Augsburg, I930,
 Museum, illustrated, among others, by Kuehnel, Mau- fig. 238 (Vienna, private collection).
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 ITHE ART BULLETIN

 with the fret design in medium blue; the stars are of dark blue with centers of subdued
 vermilion or burnt henna. The wide border, not shown in the illustration, bears large,
 somewhat spindly Kufic letters on a vermilion ground.

 Beyshehir XI

 This rug (Fig. 3) is of great interest. The center field has a design of deep
 mulberry-purple outlined in black on a dark red ground. This combination of colors
 was unfortunately recalcitrant to my camera and yellow filter, and as a result the
 design is practically indiscernible in my photograph (this part of the rug is therefore
 omitted from our reproduction, Fig. 3). It is, however, a design almost identical with
 that of Konya III. The center field shows an allover pattern of octagonal stars connected
 by small cartouches; in the spaces left free by these designs are elongated motives which
 seem to be souvenirs of the shafts of lettering in "Kufic fleuri." These three motives are
 arranged in such a way as to produce a drop repeat.

 I have always thought that the rug Konya III is the latest of the group, because its
 border design is quite akin to the border designs of late fifteenth and even of sixteenth
 century rugs. The Beyshehir fragment seems, however, to belong to a slightly earlier
 layer. While in Konya III the border design is of a strictly angular character-so angular
 that it might almost be called geometrical-the plant character of the design is still clearly
 distinguishable in the Beyshehir fragment. The triangular motives above and below the
 star in the border appear in the Beyshehir fragment clearly as two leaves bending, one to
 the right, one to the left. The other motives to the right and left of the star motif are less
 clearly distinguishable. But of course if the triangular motives are leaves-which they
 clearly are-then the star motif must be an angularized rosette flower, and thus this whole
 border, which looks so geometric, turns out to be a derivation from an original floral
 design. This fact throws a strange light on Turkish rug design, and makes it seem possible
 that a great number of the "geometric" and angular designs may some day be traced to
 originals in fluid floral ornament. Before this problem can be approached, however, we
 need more material such as is offered in the Beyshehir rugs, and that material may perhaps
 never be found.

 The small border of Beyshehir XI is identical with that of Beyshehir IX, discussed above.

 Beyshehir XII

 This rug (Fig. 9) is certainly of a later period than are the others. The prevailing colors
 are dark blue and mulberry red, with touches of yellow. The three fragments in the
 mosque form about two-thirds of a large rug, about five meters long. The remaining third
 of the rug and one long border are missing-at least I was unable to find them among the
 rugs of the mosque.

 The field of the rug is divided into square units, each unit containing a diamond motif
 and, in the corners, triangular motifs. Such a division of the field is very frequent in
 fifteenth and early sixteenth century carpets and their later descendants.l2 The diamond

 12. Typical examples of the latter are the rugs shown in Bode-Kuehnel, op. cit., figs. 82 and 83, both in the
 Kaiser Friedrich Museum.
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 FIG. I3-Diagram of Border
 of Rug ShoIwn in Fig.. I4-Diagram of Pattern of Rug

 Shown in Fig. 18

 FIG. 15--Diagram of Motive FIG. I 5-Dia m of M e FIG. I6-Diagram of Pattern of Rug
 Composing Narrow Border

 of Rug Shown in Fig. i7
 of Rug Shown in Fig. I
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 PRIMITIVE RUGS OF THE "KONYA" TYPE

 is of floral origin; four floral motives, issuing from the center of the design in the four
 cardinal directions, are separated by four forked arabesque leaves. The ends of the four
 leaves meet to form the four corners of the diamond. The triangular corner motives,
 which in the repeated pattern group themselves also by fours, are smaller in size than the
 diamonds. They appear in later rugs as motives which, for convenience, we may call
 cross-stars." In the present rug, however, their plant character is still clearly discernable.

 The later period of the rug is also testified by the multiplicity of borders: there is a main
 border flanked by secondary borders, which in turn are framed by secondary stripes. The
 main border shows a fret design, consisting of angular S-shaped units to which branches are
 attached. These branches connect the horizontal lines that separate one S-shaped unit
 from the other. This border occurs in other rugs. It is found, broken up into square units
 on variously colored backgrounds, in a rug of the Braun von Stumm collection, which may
 with some probability be assigned to the early Ladik group, and may be of quite an early
 period. Another border, which seems to be a slightly degenerated form of that of Beyshehir

 XII, is that of the very important rug with angular animal designs, recently discovered in
 Sweden and now preserved at the States Historiska Museum in Stockholm.13 This rug is
 assigned by Sarre to the first half of the fifteenth century and is attributed to "Asia Minor
 or Caucasus." The narrow borders of Beyshehir XII are also quite interesting: they
 consist of small angularized floral motives pointing alternatingly up and down.

 While the composition of this rug belongs to a type which we can attribute to the
 fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, it is possible that the rug is a late fifteenth century
 specimen of an earlier design.

 Beyshehir XIII

 This rug (Fig. io) again is a unique specimen. It is a kilim of fairly close weave. The
 design, carried out in dark indigo blue, medium blue, and white, is of striking simplicity.
 It consists of curved bands forming ogives which enclose a design of large, composite
 palmettes. The design is evidently borrowed from one of the well-known large-patterned
 Scutari velvets, which are in turn closely related to Venetian fabrics of a similar type of
 composition. While the color scheme of the kilim is entirely different from that of the
 Scutari velvets, the design is fairly closely followed. The bands forming the ogives are
 decorated with a design showing a curved stem with small lancet leaves attached on either
 side, a detail often observed in Scutari velvets and Brussa brocades. The large enclosed
 palmettes are still characterized as organic plant elements by the sustaining branches
 coming into the base from right and left. The outline of the palmette is divided into groups
 of three pointed leaflets, a souvenir of the textile original, in which the leaves of the palmette
 are often divided each into three points. But this nuance of the design has been lost by the
 somewhat naive weaver; for the palmette is overlaid with a design of two angular stems
 forming a lozenge to which various flowers are attached. Among these flowers may be
 distinguished the carnation and the tulip, the two most frequent representatives of the
 group of the so-called Turkish flowers. I do not think that it is possible to show the
 existence of these "Turkish flowers" in tile decorations dating from before 1550 A. D.

 13. Sarre-Trenckwald, op. cit., pl. 2.

 I89
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 I should therefore hesitate to date the fabric that served as a model for this kilim before

 1550. The kilim itself may be somewhat later. Since the piece is absolutely unique, it is
 useless to try to determine a place of origin for it.

 Beyshehir XIV

 This rug (Fig. ii), of small size and incompletely preserved, must be assigned to the
 seventeenth century. The Chinese cloud motives in the border are vigorously designed
 but somewhat out of scale, and thus leave no doubt about the date. The design, strongly
 angular, reproduces a composition showing a center medallion with palmette-shaped
 cartouches attached to its top and base, and corner motives. It is very evidently a naive
 repetition, or translation into the angular, of a fluid Ushak medallion design. Texture, as
 well as the design of the narrow border, are reminiscent of early Ladik weaves. I would,
 however, ascribe the rug to the early Ladik group only with reserve. This group, which is
 different from the well-known group of "Ladik" prayer-rugs is, though one of the most
 interesting, one of the least studied groups of Anatolian rugs. It is particularly interesting
 on account of the influence it seems to have exerted on the rugs of very strong and
 primitive design which were woven farther East in the Konya-Karaman district.

 Beyshehir XV

 This rug (Fig. 12) is a fragment of a star Ushak of excellent weave and design. Since
 the type of composition is well known, a special study of the fragment is not called for.

 NOTES ON SELJUK RUGS AND RUG DESIGN

 I. The Probable Date of the Konya and Beyshehir Rugs

 The Konya rugs now in the Evkav Museum in Istanbul have been assigned by Martin
 to the Seljuk period. Sarre14 considers them "perhaps Seljuk, perhaps of the fourteenth
 century." Kuehnel calls them "the starting point of Anatolian carpet weaving," without
 assigning them to a definite date. Migeon doubts their early origin and assigns them to
 the fifteenth century.15 Erdmann, the most recent author to deal with them, states
 emphatically: "For the Konya carpets this question (i. e., the question of the center of
 manufacture) is relatively simple; their character, which points without doubt to the
 origin in a court manufacture, the historic data and traditions, according to sources
 (quellenmaessige Ueberlieferung), and finally the circumstances of discovery point to an
 origin in the Seljuk capital, Konya itself." 16 He also states that it is entirely probable that
 such geometric rugs were woven in Konya from the thirteenth to the sixteenth centuries.

 I do not know what are the historic data (historische Daten) to which Erdmann refers,
 nor have I been able to find any quellenmaessige Ueberlieferung to prove the origin of the
 rugs either in Konya or in the thirteenth century, unless it be the verbal tradition carried
 on by the hodjas or guardians of mosques. But this tradition, if it may be called tradition,
 is not worth much: in Konya and Kaisarieh any rug that shows real or fancied signs of
 age is described as "Seljuk" to the illustrious foreigner.

 I4. Seldschuckische Kleinkunst, p. 51. I6. Kurt Erdmann, Orientalische Tierteppiche auf
 I5. See the bibliographical notice at the beginning of Bildern des XIV. und XV. Jahrhunderts, in Jahrbuch d.

 this study. preuss. Kunstsammlungen, vol. 50, IV, pp. 261-298; see
 p. 295.
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 The fact that the Konya rugs were found in the mosque of Ala ed-Din in Konya, the
 earliest parts of which go back to the twelfth century, no more proves their Seljuk origin
 than the discovery of the Beyshehir rugs in a mosque of the late thirteenth century proves
 that the Beyshehir rugs date from the thirteenth century.

 I do not think, moreover, that arguments based on style can be offered as proof for the
 thirteenth century origin of the rugs; here, as often, it will be found difficult to distinguish
 the primitive from the naive. Unfortunately, Italian paintings, which have been so useful
 in Erdmann's dating of the early rugs with animal designs, are of no help so far as the
 geometric designs of the Konya rugs are concerned.

 In sum, unless, as is not likely, documentary evidence appears, we cannot furnish any
 definite proof for the Seljuk origin of either Konya or Beyshehir rugs. We can only say
 that they seem earlier than any other Anatolian rugs that have come down to us and that
 some of them may perhaps be of the Seljuk period.

 II. The place of Origin of the Konya and Beyshehir Rugs

 The second problem that arises in connection with the rugs found in Konya and
 Beyshehir is that of their place of origin. Erdmann assigns them to "Konya itself."
 If these rugs are, as Erdmann assumes, the products of a royal manufacture, the manu-
 facture may have been situated in Konya, or it may have been situated somewhere else in
 Anatolia; we do not know.

 It seems probable, however, that the Konya-Beyshehir rugs represent a group of
 carpets woven in southeastern Anatolia. They are clearly distinct from the rugs with
 conventionalized animals, to which Erdmann very judiciously assigns a Byzantine or
 Caucasian origin. They are also different from the rugs which we find reproduced on
 Persian miniature paintings of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries (it is, however, to be
 observed that the stone relief of Tchifteh Minareh, discussed below, seems to link itself
 up with rugs represented on Persian miniature paintings). In short, since the rugs of the
 Konya type are so distinct from the "Byzantino-Caucasian" group established by Erd-
 mann, and cannot, from the scanty evidence at hand, be related to Persian fabrics, and
 since representatives of the group have now been discovered in two mosques of the Konya
 district and nowhere else, it is perhaps safe to assume that they were woven in " Caramania,"
 as Marco Polo calls this region of Asia Minor.

 III. Are the Konya and Beyshehir Rugs Products of a Court Manufacture?

 The third problem to which the " Konya type" rugs give rise is that of whether or not
 they are products of a court manufacture.
 The beauty and robustness of their designs has often been commented upon, and

 Erdmann has been the most recent of writers to conclude from these qualities of style that
 they must have had their origin in a court manufacture. If indeed they are products of the
 Seljuk court manufacture, we must see them as the only existing survivals of those rugs
 of "'Caramania" which, according to Marco Polo, were "the finest in the world."17

 17. Sarre, in Seldschukische Kleinkunst, p. 5I, cites the Greci que stanno nella cittd e castelli e vivono di mercantie e
 passage of Marco Polo from Ramusio, Delle Navigazioni et arti, e quisi si lavorano tepedi ottimi e li piis belli del mondo."
 Viaggi, Venice, I559, p. 4: "L'altro genti sono Armeni e

 I9I
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 9THE ART BULLETIN

 Before we can approach this problem, we must try to discover what sort of rugs Marco
 Polo might call " the finest in the world." It would certainly be a mistake to think that he
 would accept "robustness of primitive design" as a criterion of high quality. The appre-
 ciation of the primitive is a conquest of our latter-day aestheticism. It would indeed be
 surprising to find it in a Venetian business man of the thirteenth century. Marco Polo
 undoubtedly based his judgment on fine technique and skillful design, such as existed in
 the textile industry of his own republic. Those, indeed, are still the criteria of the
 anonymous crowd of unaesthetic modern rug buyers, who after all mean more in the great
 turnover of the rug trade than do the few refined collectors who furnish their ivory towers

 with rugs of primitive design. And they have always been the criteria of the East, which
 judges a rug according to fineness of weave and elaborateness of pattern.18

 There can be no doubt in my mind that Marco Polo referred to rugs of exceedingly fine
 weave and correspondingly elaborate design. The next point is to discover what technical
 perfection, what subtlety of design we might expect to find in thirteenth century Cara-
 mania. Were the rugs of that period as fine as, let us say, a good sixteenth century Ushak
 of large size? Or might the fineness of workmanship reach the height of a modern Senna
 carpet? Or might the elaboration have gone as far as in certain incredibly finely woven
 Indian carpets of the seventeenth century?

 We are to-day in a position to state that rugs at least as fine as a good modern Senna
 carpet were woven during the Middle Ages in the Near East. The Cairo Museum possesses
 a fragment of a woolen carpet ascribed to Fostat,l9 which shows a fairly high pile and a very
 fine weave. Recently quite a number of rug fragments have been found in Cairo.20 Among
 these are some of the fineness of thexture of a Senna rug and of very precise and elaborate
 design. One fragment in particular, in particular, in the Myers collection in Washington, with Kufic

 lettering in dark blue and white, shows a great perfection of knotting as well as design.
 Although we cannot prove with certainty that these fragments go back to the Fatimite
 period, early origin seems probable, particularly on account of the knotting, which is
 identical with that of the earliest Spanish rugs and of the Quedlinburg rug. This knotting
 technique, in which the knot encircles only one warp, is claimed by Erdmann21 to have
 preceded the process in which the knot encircles two warps.

 I think that, on the whole, ththe evidence is sufficient to entitle us to expect from the
 best rugs of Caramania a fineness of knotting and a skill of designing which would at least
 be equal to the perfection of these recently discovered fragments. Alas, the Konya and
 Beyshehir rugs are far from reaching this standard. They can perhaps be compared with
 the average large Ushak of the sixteenth century, but they cannot be in any way compared
 in fineness with the early mediaeval rug fragments I have just mentioned. The color range
 is exceedingly simple. While simplicity of color is not incompatible with fine quality, the

 i8. See F. R. Martin's excellent remarks concerning Fostat or antedates the destruction of that city, i. e., the
 this point, op. cit., p. Ino. middle of the twelfth century.
 19. All rug fragments discovered in Egypt are described 20. I have seen such fragments in the Metropolitan

 as coming from the ruins of Fostat. We must, however, Museum in New York, in the G. H. Myers Textile Museum
 admit that many of these fragments may simply have in Washington, D. C., and in a Paris collection.
 been found in the rubbish heaps to the south and east of 2. Erdmann, Op. Cit. p. 266. His argument seems
 Cairo. Unless a definite scientific record of a find is estab- exceedingly sound
 lished, we have no guarantee that a rug fragment is from exceedngly sound.

 192
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 primitiveness of the color range does not speak in favor of the rugs having been considered
 at the time of their weaving as particularly high-class rugs.22

 The designs of the " Konya type" rugs are also rather primitive and simple. The lines
 are rigidly angular. The composition limits itself to the simplest repeated allover patterns.
 We may be attracted to these rugs on account of their rarity, we may be interested in them

 as documents of early rug weaving, we may indeed like the primitive designs and be
 attracted by their simplicity and robustness, but there is no reason to think that at the
 time of their making they were considered as high-class rugs, still less the "finest of the
 world."

 If they were not high-class rugs in their time, what were they? They seem all to have
 been of rather large size. It is therefore not probable that they were woven, as are, for
 instance, the rugs of the Kirshehir and Mudjur district to-day, by women in village
 homes; they are not the product of "cottage industry." Nor can they have been of nomad
 (Yuruk) origin. The nomad rug, too, has to confine itself to small sizes.

 A clue to their origin may lie in the fact that one of the designs occurs twice, though in
 different color combinations, in the rugs Beyshehir XI and Konya III. This fact seems to
 point to the conclusion that it was a standard design, frequently woven, though not
 limited to the same color combination-a design, let us say, something like the standard
 designs we find so often repeated in the large Ushaks of the sixteenth and seventeenth
 centuries. The "Konya type" rugs, like the Ushaks, must have been the product of
 industrial enterprises which specialized in the weaving of large carpets. There is no
 reason why large carpets for use in mosques and large households should not have been
 woven in earlier days, as they were later, in a manufactory, which repeated again and again
 standard designs which had proved satisfactory. The rarity of the "Konya type" rugs
 is no proof against such an origin: our supply, even of fifteenth century carpets, is very
 limited.

 If I state that, in my opinion, the Konya and Beyshehir rugs cannot be the products of a
 court manufacture, I have to answer two questions: If they are not the products of a court
 manufacture, what superior type of rugs might be expected from a court manufacture?
 If I advance the theory that the rugs of court manufacture of the thirteenth century were
 much finer, much more intricate of design than the "Konya type" rugs, can I bring any
 proofs that such finely woven, finely designed Seljuk carpets ever existed?

 IV. The Organization of a Court Manufacture

 I shall try to answer the first question by discussing the probable organization and
 method of production of a court manufacture.

 I define a "court manufacture" as an organization which aims at producing the highest
 possible grade, without necessarily working on a profit basis. We have many records of

 22. The term "high class" may be objected to as not changed during the centuries so much as a romantic
 unscientific and commercial. I have used it, and other conception of the past would have us believe. I am sure
 similar terms, with intention. Courses of evening lectures that our understanding of the commodities of decoration
 given during several years to persons engaged in the whole- of the past can only gain if we try to see them from the
 sale textile, rug, and decorating trades, have given me an point of view of the modem manufacturer and merchant.
 acquaintance with the point of view of the manufacturer The argument concerning the mediaeval craftsman (see
 and distributor of commodities used in furnishing. I am below) applies also to the producer and distributor.
 convinced that the methods of production and sale have

 I93
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 I94 THE ART BULLETIN

 the existence of such court manufactures, Byzantine as well as Islamic.23 Just as the
 manufacture of the Gobelins under Louis XIV practiced a diversity of arts and crafts,
 so the Oriental manufacturies entered into a great variety of activities: textiles, carpets,
 calligraphy, illumination, book-binding, and other leather work; lacquer work, inlaid
 wood work, etc.
 A romantic legend still hangs like a haze over the production of mediaeval works of

 art.24 The mediaeval supercraftsman who both invents and executes his work still makes
 inroads even into the conception of our modern decorative art. This romantic conception
 expects the same hand to trace a delicate pattern on paper one day and to handle chisel
 and stone the next, or even expects inspired genius to translate the inspired design from
 creative mind to stone without any intermediary preparation. A person accustomed to
 think on business lines might surmise that a man able to invent a design on paper would
 not care to waste his time on the more tedious and less well paid job of stone cutting.
 But such an argument of course must be rejected as too realistic, and unworthy of the
 mediaeval spirit.
 We have unfortunately, at least so far as I know, only very few instances in which we

 are allowed a glance into the methods of working of Islamic craftsmen of the Middle Ages
 and later. Perhaps the most interesting, and a fairly early record, is that contained in the
 famous Treatise of Automata by al-Jazari.25 At the end of this treatise is a chapter devoted
 to the door of the palace of Amida, designed by al-Jazari towards the end of the twelfth
 century, A. D. We find here designs of the ensemble as well as of details such as knobs,
 door-knockers, etc., to be executed in metal. The mechanical contrivances described in the
 previous chapters of the book need the collaboration of the metal worker, the wood worker,
 the skilled mechanic and the painter. Since al-Jazari was, according to his own statement,
 for more than thiry years at the service of the Ortuqid Sultans of Amida, it is probable that

 23. Compare the records given by Ebersolt, Les arts
 somptuaires de Byzance, p. 4, on the Gynaeceum of Con-
 stantinople. Basing himself on Byzantine sources, Eber-
 solt describes the system of organization and division of
 work in the workshop of the Byzantine court. On the
 Byzantine Imperial workshops, see also E. Pariset,
 Histoire de la soie, II, pp. 58 if. Migeon, op. cit., p. 283,
 mentions the textile workshops of the Egyptian Sultans
 in Tinnis. He mentions (p. 298) the possibility of royal
 workshops of the Seljuks having existed in Konya or Sivas,
 and records (pp. 309, 310, 311) those of Sicily. Francisque
 Michel (Recherches sur les etoffes de soie, d'or et d'argent,
 Paris, I852, vol. I, pp. 75-79. See also E. Pariset, Histoire
 de la soie, Paris, I865, vol. II, pp. 216 ff., 228 f.) furnishes
 the proof for the existence of such textile court manu-
 factures under the Ommayad caliphs (according to Ibn
 Khaldun) and under the Mohammadan rulers of Sicily.
 The latter manufacture continued under the Normans and
 Hohenstaufen rulers.

 The well-known biography of Mimar Sinan gives a
 picture of Sinan's career in the workshops of the palace of
 the Ottoman Sultan. These latter workshops are also
 described in a few words by Gaston Migeon and Halil
 Edhem Bey, Les collections du vieux Serai a Stamboul, in
 Syria, XI, X, pp. 93, 94. The archives of Istanbul must
 contain valuable material concerning the history of the

 Ottoman court manufactures, but up to the present these
 archives have not been accessible.

 24. Compare the excellent remarks of Geoffrey Scott
 on the romantic conception of the Gothic craftsman in the
 Architecture of Humanism, London, I929, pp. I4I ff.

 25. The best-known manuscript of this work is that in
 the library of Hagia Sophia, Istanbul, no. 3606, the date
 of which I was able to establish as 755 A. H. See my article
 The Date and Provenance of the Automata Miniatures, in
 The Art Bulletin, XI, 2, I929. The later manuscripts are
 mentioned by Wiedemann and Hauser in their studies of
 al-Jazari. Monsieur E. Blochet had the kindness to tell
 me that he saw a few years ago an unilluminated copy of
 the text which he had reason to believe to be the original
 manuscript, while others claim that the original, an
 illuminated manuscript, is in the library of the Old
 Seraglio in Istanbul. I saw sometime ago in the United
 States another early copy of the manuscript, with remark-
 able miniatures, which must be earlier than the Hagia
 Sophia manuscript; the text of the latter claims it to be a
 copy of a copy of the original manuscript of al-Jazari. Of
 this manuscript, dated I3I5 A. D., eight miniatures are
 now owned by the Freer Art Gallery, in Washington,
 D. C., two by the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, and one
 by the Fogg Museum, in Cambridge, Mass.
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 FIG. I9-Sivas, Goek Medresseh: Southwest
 Corner of Blind Tower

 FIG. 2o-Sivas, Goek Medresseh: FIG. 2 1-Sivas, Tchifteh Minareh Medresseh:
 Southeast Corner of Blind Tower Relief on Facade
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 FIG. 2 2-Paris, Musee des Arts Decoratifs: Eastern
 Anatolian Rug. Probably Ladik, XVII Century

 FIG. 23-Amasia, Turumtai Turbeh: Relief on Southeast Corner
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 PRIMITIVE RUGS OF THE "KONYA" TYPE

 the men executing his inventions were also attached to the court. But even if this were
 not the case, we have in the treatise a distinct record of division of work between designer
 and executor.

 A similar division of labor is proved for the manufacture of tiles in Isnik.26 We may
 accordingly assume that the Islamic workshops were organized on the same basis of division
 of labor as were the Western workshops. For the Western workshops, the history of
 tapestry weaving during the fourteenth century furnishes the best examples of organization.
 In this field the division of labor was carried far.27 We find working in collaboration the
 homme de lettres, who indicates the subjects for a series of tapestries, the designer of the
 petits cartons, who is often a miniature painter, the designer of the grands cartons, a crafts-
 man who translates the petits cartons into the size of the tapestry to be, the superintendent
 of the shop who distributes the work to his workmen, giving to the most skillful among
 them the weaving of the faces, to other specialists the interpretation of costumes or of
 flower and leaf work. Then there are the dyers and the rentraiteurs, who straighten out
 and retouch details of the tapestry, and finally, directing the whole organization, there is
 the master weaver, who finances the work and has the contact with the clients.

 A similar division of work can of ccourse be anticipated for the manufacture of the great
 Persian rugs of the sixteenth century. Martin is perfectly right in assuming a court
 manufacture of the Turkish Sultans as the place of manufacture also for the well-known
 group of very fine Turkish rugs of the late sixteenth and the seventeenth century. In
 these Eastern factories there must also have been a designer, very likely a book-illuminator,
 who handed his design to the designer of the grand carton, which was in turn executed by
 the head weaver and the weavers under his orders.

 We can also anticipate that the finest rugs woven in Caramania, those which Marco Polo
 esteemed " the finest in the world," found their origin in a like collaboration of designer and
 craftsman.

 It seems rather curious to devote so much attention to proving a point which seems so
 obvious. But the romantic conception of the Middle Ages makes it necessary.

 V. Seljuk Ornamental Stone Carvings as a Clue to Seljuk Rug Design

 During my travels in Anatolia I have found a certain number of Seljuk relief decorations
 carved in stone, the designs of which seem to be related to rug designs. The establishment
 of such a relation is of course difficult, since we have no rugs that can be ascribed with
 certitude to the Seljuk period. It casts a certain light on the problem, however, if we are
 able to prove that motives found in these Seljuk stone reliefs occur also in Turkish carpets
 of later periods. Even this does not constitute a solution of the problem; for it is always
 possible that the motives that were furnished by book illuminators to the stone carvers
 of the Seljuk period were used for rug designs only at a later period. What may not
 logically be considered as a proof, however, may be considered as a useful hypothesis, and

 26. Migeon, Manuel d'art Musulman (second edition), 27. Compare the discussion in Goebel, Wandteppiche,
 II, p. 230: the calligrapher Teknedji Zadeh Ibrahim is especially I, p. 233, and the excellent summary given by
 sent to Isnik to trace the models of calligraphy for the tile Schmitz, Bildteppiche, pp. 22-26.
 fields with inscription to be used in Yeni Valideh Djami
 in Istanbul (second half of the seventeenth century).
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 8THE ART BULLETIN

 it is perfectly possible that the Seljuk stone reliefs give a true idea of the carpets of
 Caramania which Marco Polo called "the finest in the world."

 The stone reliefs fulfill a number of the requirements we would be inclined to ask of rugs

 of high quality. We should expect of an artist-designed rug, first, fluidity of design as
 opposed to geometric angularity. Though rugs of geometric design, such as, for instance,
 the more or less modern Bokhara rugs, may be finely knotted, a fluid design requires fine
 knotting. We would require of an artist-designed rug, secondly, a pattern that does not
 limit itself to the mere repetition of a primitive motif or to filling a surface by
 the co6rdination or scattering of simple motives. We would expect more than a simple
 figure set on a simple background. We would expect the harmonization of design
 by the introduction of minor notes which subordinate themselves to the dominant notes.

 A flat motif on a plain background does not go beyond two-dimensionality. The inter-
 twining of two motives in front of a background, though it does not suggest a "realistic"
 three-dimensionality, gives an abstract suggestion of space. This we expect to find in
 artist-designed rugs. We expect, too, a contrast of emphasis. Minor palmettes, for
 instance, will alternate with larger ones, and the different motives will be related in such a
 way as to establish in the composition a rhythm and balance such as an untrained mind
 would be incapable of producing.

 None of the surviving Kony of r Beyshehir rugs possess these qualities: beautiful as they
 are, in their simplicity, they seem all to be the products of very simple minds. But the
 Seljuk stone reliefs, of sophisticated and fluid design, suggest that there may have existed
 in Caramania a much subtler type of rug designing, which could compare favorably with
 the achievements of Seljuk art in book decoration, wood carving, and ceramic decoration.

 Before arriving at any conclusions, it will be best to study the monuments one by one
 and to note carefully in each case the relations to designs on extant rugs which these reliefs
 may offer.

 VI. Description of Seljuk Ornamental Stone Carvings

 We can distinguish in Seljuk stone-carved decoration two kinds of ornament: on the
 one hand, decorations such as friezes, ornamented spandrels, etc., which follow the lines
 of the structure; on the other hand, surface decorations, such as we find on a number of
 Seljuk monuments, which are generally of a repeat pattern and have no relationship with
 the structure but which exist simply as the result of a desire to enliven a surface with
 ornament. Some of these latter decorations give almost the impression of suspended
 textiles, surrounded, as a carpet would be, by a border. The most interesting of them are
 the following:

 I. Goek Medresseh, Sivas (670 A. H.-I27I/2 A. D.). Decoration of base of N. W.
 blind tower (Fig. I9 and the tailpiece of this article).

 2. Goek Medresseh, Sivas. Decoration of base of S. W. blind tower (Figs. 20, 42).

 3. Tchifteh Minareh Medresseh, Sivas (670 A. H.-I271/2 A. D.). Decoration of
 ornamental panel on left side of entrance (Figs. 21, 34).

 4. Turumtai Turbeh, Amasia (677 A. H.-1I278/9 A. D.). Decoration of panel at right
 top of south wall (Figs. 23, 38).

 I98
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 FIG. 24-Amasia, Turumtai Turbeh: Relief on Southwest Corner FIG. 25-Sivas, Barudjia Medresseh: Relief on Rear Liwan
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 PRIMITIVE RUGS OF THE "KONYA" TYPE

 5. Turumtai Turbeh, Amasia. Decorative panel of upper part of rounded S. E. corner
 (Figs. 23, 36, 37).

 6. Turumtai Turbeh, Amasia. Decoration of top of S. W. tower (Figs. 24, 39, 40).
 7. Barudjiah Medresseh, Sivas (670 A. H.-127I/2 A. D.). Spandrel of rear liwan

 (Figs. 25, 4I).

 Let us now analyze these seven decorations, with commentaries from the point of view
 of the student of rugs.

 I. Goek Medresseh, Sivas. Decoration of Base of Northwest Blind Tower (Fig. 19 and the
 tailpiece)

 This design shows a pattern of rows of palmette-shaped cartouches alternately pointing
 upward and downward. Each cartouche is decorated with an intricate design of forked
 arabesque leaves, palmettes, etc. The several cartouches show slight variations of
 design.

 Relation to Extant Rug Designs

 This type of composition occurs in many rugs, some of which may be ascribed to a fairly
 early period. Two variations of the type are to be noted. The first one shows the center
 field of the rug covered by rows of palmette-shaped cartouches pointing alternatingly up
 and down. It shows, in other words, exactly the same composition as that of the Sivas
 relief. A fine specimen of this type is an important fragment of a seventeenth century
 Anatolian carpet in the Musee des Arts D6coratifs in Paris (Fig. 22).28

 The second variation of the palmette-shaped cartouche design is more elaborate. It
 shows the palmette-shaped cartouches alternating with oval cartouches, and the spaces
 left empty by the cartouches are generally filled with tree and shrub designs. The earliest
 extant specimen of this design is probably the well-known rug of the Clam Gallas
 collection.29 Here the decoration has the fluidity of Persian sixteenth century design,
 with a considerable number of details that reveal the influence of the Chinese floral style.
 The same pattern is found in a Caucasian rug, formerly assigned to a very early period,
 but hardly earlier than the sixteenth century, fragments of which are in the Williams
 Memorial Collection of the Philadelphia Museum and in the Kaiser Friedrich Museum,
 Berlin.30 The design also occurs in later versions, such as that of the Caucasian rug

 28. Martin reproduces this rug in Oriental Carpets, fig.
 283, in a very indistinct reproduction. I owe the present
 photograph to the kindness of M. Paul Alfassa of the
 Musee des Arts D6coratifs. Seen from a distance, the
 carpet appears to be Caucasian, but after examination at
 close range the Anatolian origin of the carpet-stated first
 by Martin-cannot be doubted. The rug must belong to
 the Ladik group and must go back to the seventeenth
 century. Description of fragment: Size, 128 x I66 cm.
 Diameter of main border, 17 cm., of small borders, 5 cm.
 The depth of the panel with shields at the top of the rug
 must have been 15 cm. White woolen warp; red weft.
 Thirty-five knots along io cm. of weft; 40 knots along
 10 cm. of warp. The color of the ground of the main
 border is black. The design of the border contains dark

 blue, red, yellow, light tan, light green, and white. The
 small borders show red ground, blue stems, and double
 dots yellow or white. The center field has a background of
 black alternating with pale salmon. The stems of the
 angular floral designs are mauve or dark blue; the flowers
 and stems are mauve, blue, yellow, white, and red.
 The rows of panels at the top are red, mauve, and green
 on tan ground. The small floral motives are of diverse
 colors.

 29. Bode-Kuehnel, fig. 20. Ancient Oriental Carpets,
 pl. I7.

 30. Bode-Kuehnel, fig. 57. Martin, Carpets, fig. 64.
 Another specimen from the Bardini collection, Martin,
 Carpets, fig. 63.

 20I
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 T'tE ART BULLETIN

 formerly in the Lamm collection which is reproduced by Martin.31 It occurs also in the
 tapestry-woven rug of the Figdor collection,32 in which some of the compartments show
 animal designs, and we find it also in a most interesting fragment of a sixteenth century
 rug which was formerly in the Pratt collection, New York City.33 Another very beautiful
 specimen of the design, which is probably to be ascribed to the early seventeenth century,
 is the silk rug in the John D. Rockefeller collection.34

 The resemblance between the Goek Medresseh relief and the rug of the Arts D6coratifs
 is so great that it seems difficult to explain the resemblance without assuming that a rug
 has furnished the model for the stone relief.

 This well-balanced and skillfully executed stone carving has a border at top and base.
 The border at the base is in reality not a border design but a surface design applied to border
 decoration. Instead of the endless repeat of the surface pattern, we find only two rows of
 the motif, which consists of a system of stems ending in forked arabesque leaves which
 form compartments in the shape of a flattened ogive, each compartment containing an
 upright "fleur-de-lis" palmette. This pattern seems to be a descendent of a true Islamic
 surface pattern found, for instance, in the stucco decorations of Samarra.35

 The upper border of the Goek Medresseh relief is a true border design, consisting of a
 very intricate interlacing of curved stems intermingled with palmettes and leaf motives.
 Similar borders are found in book decoration, framing the illuminated title pages. They
 are also found in Persian rugs of the sixteenth century. The design has, moreover, a
 certain similarity with the border design, perhaps best designated as the "TT" border, of
 later Turkish rugs.36

 2. Goek Medresseh, Sivas. Decoration of Lower Part of Southeast Corner Tower (Figs. 20, 42)

 A drop repeat of large palmettes is set in a system of stems forming ogives. Each palmette

 is of the "fleur-de-lis" type, with feathery center and side leaves. Between each pair of
 palmettes is a thinner palmette-tree motif, consisting of a short, thin shaft issuing from
 vines which converge from left and right, and sustaining a small palmette. From the top
 of this small palmette grow two lancet leaves bent to left and right. This smaller motif
 sustains the large palmette of the row above, and thus is obtained the effect of a drop
 repeat.

 Relation to Extant Rug Designs

 This pattern shows relation to the numerous rug designs that are based on a composition
 of stems forming lozenges and enclosing palmettes. Such designs are also frequent in silk
 fabrics of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries and can be traced in even earlier fabrics.37

 The top border of this relief is insignificant; the border at the base, if still surviving, is
 hidden in the ground.

 31. Martin, Carpets, pl. i. 36. See Vegh-Layer, Tapis Turcs, pl. IX.
 32. Bode-Kuehnel, fig. 47. 37. See the remarks about the pattern of Fig. 23 on p. 211
 33. Catalog of an Exhibition of Oriental Rugs, Metro- of the present article: mantle of Nikephoros Botoniates

 politan Museum of Art, New York, 1911, fig. 28. (died iI8i A. D.). Note the curious resemblance of the
 34. Reproduced in Ancient Oriental Carpets, pl. 44. design in Fig. 20 to the pattern on a mediaeval silver
 35. See Herzfeld, Stuckornamentik von Samarra, orna- vessel published by Smirnov, Argenterie Orientale, pl. 65,

 ment 277, pl. 97. fig. 110.
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 3. Tchifteh Minareh Medresseh, Sivas. Decorative Panel at Left Side of Entrance
 (Figs. 21, 34)

 This design is an endless repeat pattern consisting of intertwined forked arabesque
 leaves. The leaves are no longer organic plant forms: the point of the leaf elongates itself
 into the stem which sustains the next leaf. The intertwining-too elaborate to permit
 description in words-is strictly symmetrical, and at certain points the stems join to form
 what may be called "star rosettes." We distinguish in the pattern two types of such
 rosettes, of different sizes, the smaller ones located in the centers of squares formed by
 four larger ones. Thus large and small rosettes appear in what textile designers call a
 drop repeat. In the diagonals between larger and smaller rosettes are-exactly in the
 middle-intertwinings of stems which may better be called "knots" than rosettes. We
 have thus large rosettes, small rosettes, and "knots."

 Similar designs occur on other Seljuk stone carvings. There is an almost identical pattern
 in the lower part of the broad band which runs around the main entrance of Tchifteh
 Minareh. The spandrels of the main portal of Tchifteh Minareh also show a surface
 pattern running on similar lines.38 On the Barudjia Medresseh in Sivas is a broad
 ornamental band surrounding the door frame, which has as backbone of its design a similar
 design of richly intertwined forked leaves forming octagonal star rosettes (neg. Riefstahl
 Archives 503.26). Other examples could probably easily be found among the immense
 wealth of ornament of thirteenth century Seljuk architecture.

 Relation to Extant Rug Designs

 The earliest occurrence of this type of design in a field other than that of stone carving
 is on the illuminated front page of a manuscript of Rashid ed-Din, dating from I310 A. D.
 in the Bibliotheque Nationale (Fig. 26).39 At first glance this ornamental page seems to be,
 on account of the polychromy of the ground, which seems to divide the field into cross stars

 and somewhat rounded octagons, quite different from the Sivas relief. But if we ignore
 the variation of color and consider only the linear design of the page we obtain a pattern
 very similar to that of the stone carvings: larger star motives in the center of the
 "octagons;" smaller star motives in the center of the "cross stars;" and in between, not
 one but two "knot" motives. While in the design of Tchifteh Minareh (I27I/2 A. D.)
 the leaf motives have more weight than the star motives, the manuscript page of I3IO
 A. D. gives greater importance to the rosettes, diamonds, and knots, though the arabesque
 leaves remain quite clear. The palmette motives (often formed by two symmetric
 arabesque leaves) which are so important a part of the Sivas design are absolutely
 subordinated in the Rashid ed-Din page.

 My next documents are two representations of Oriental rugs taken from a manuscript of

 Khwaju Kirmani in the British Museum, which is dated, according to F. R. Martin,

 38. See Halil Bey and Van Berchem, Sivas and Divrigi, 39. Ms. Arabe 2324, reproduced in Blochet, Les en-
 pl. XXIX. luminures des manuscrits Orientaux de la Bibliothbque

 Nationale, Paris, I926, pi. 99, also in Martin, Miniature
 Painting, pl. 238. The reproduction here after Blochet.
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 Bagdad, I396 A. D.40 (Figs. 27, 28). The designs of both rugs are perfectly clear. The
 rug in Fig. 27 shows a repeat of octagonal stars formed by narrow bands. These stars
 form a straight repeat. They are interconnected by narrow bands which form knots.
 In the center of each field formed by four octagons are independent rosettes of a decidedly
 floral character. In the rug in Fig. 28 the same pattern is found; it is, however, less well
 balanced and the designing of the rosettes is slightly varied. The resemblance of the rug
 in Fig. 27 with an Ushak carpet of the so-called "star" design is evident. Both rugs have
 borders of Kufic lettering. The relation of these rugs in miniatures of the late fourteenth
 century to rugs of the "star Ushak" type is very curious. A "star Ushak" at the Victoria
 and Albert Museum in London41 shows this resemblance in a particularly striking fashion;
 for the units of the design (stars and square motives) are connected by bands with "knot"
 motives.

 My next examples (Fig. 30) are from a Persian manuscript dated 1410 A. D., and are
 reproduced after Martin (Carpets, fig. 74). The rug on the right side of the page emphasizes
 the knots rather than the star motives and the center rosettes are reduced to simple
 sequins. The border is Kufic. The rug on the left of the same miniature is duplicated by
 a rug in another manuscript, also dated I4o1 A. D. (Fig. 29).42 We find here rather
 strongly emphasized knots, relatively small star rosettes, and in the centers of the squares
 not rosettes but cross motives formed by a twisted band. The borders are Kufic.

 Remarkable representations of rugs are depicted in a Shahnameh written in 833 A. H.-
 1429 A. D. by Ja'far Baisunquri for the Timurid Sultan Baisunqur.43 The rugs of this

 40. Martin, Miniature Painting, pls. 47, 48. Also repro-
 duced in Martin, Carpets, figs. 7I, 73.

 I was able to consult the original manuscript concerning
 the colors of the carpets depicted. Here is the record:

 Fol. 20 r., Martin, Miniature Painting, pl. 47; Martin,
 Carpets, fig. 71. Also here Fig. 28. Rug divided into square
 units with yellow ground which show vermilion rosettes in
 the center. Stars either blue and purple or vermilion and
 blue, outlined by the same white ribbons which form knots
 enclosing wine red compartments. The main border white
 conventionalized Kufic writing on chocolate-brown ground.
 Outer border only on outside, Nile green with fret design,
 framed by orange water lines.

 Fol. 45 v., Martin, Miniature Painting, pl. 46.

 Rug to the left: Square units; alternately with ver-
 milion; green, purple-brown, and yellow ground. The
 stars in corners of square units bluish green outlined by
 white. The main border Kufic writing on purplish brown
 ground. Narrow border only on outside; Nile green with
 undulated floral vines, framed by orange water lines.

 Rug to the right: Center field on yellow ground; the
 large star rosettes vermilion outlined by white, the smaller
 stars in between green and dark green outlined by white.
 Main border: white Kufic writing on purplish brown
 ground. Narrow border only on outside with floral vines
 on Nile green, framed by orange water lines.

 Fol. 91 v., Martin, Miniature Painting, pl. 48; Martin,
 Carpets, fig. 73, here Fig. 27. Orange center field, the star
 motives, knots, and center rosettes wine red and blue, out-
 lined in white. The main border with conventionalized

 Kufic writing in gold on purplish brown. Narrow border
 only on outside with intertwined zig-zag bands on green,
 framed by orange water lines.

 For conclusions see footnote 43 concerning Shahnameh
 written for the Timurid Sultan Baisunqur.

 41. Reproduced in Martin, Carpets, fig. 293.

 42. Ms. of the Gulbenkian collection. See Armenagh
 Bey Sakisian, La miniature Persane, Paris, 1929, fig. 45.

 43. This beautiful manuscript is owned by the Gulistan
 Museum in Teheran and was exhibited at the Exhibition

 of Persian art at the Royal Academy in London, 1931,
 where its twenty sumptuous miniatures were a notable
 enrichment of our knowledge of Timurid book painting.
 As the manuscript is not paginated, I can give the follow-
 ing color notes of carpets represented only according to
 their sequence in the manuscript.

 i. Center field with vermilion ground. Tendrils alter-
 nately green and purple from hexagons. Knotted bands
 connect the hexagons. The border conventionalized Kufic
 in white and red on dark green ground.

 2. Reception scene. Center field: A knotted white
 band frames olive green and vermilion compartments on
 light ground. Design similar to Fig. 31. Kufic border.
 Reproduced, Fig. 32.

 3. Same as preceding, the compartments red, green, and
 blue. Kufic border on brown ground.

 4. Same as preceding, the compartments of center
 field green and red. Kufic border on brown. Two identical
 carpets in this miniature.

 5. Same as preceding.
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 FIG. 27-Rug Resembling "Star Ushak" Design in Ms. Written in Bagdad in 1396 A. D. (after Martin)

 FIG. 28-Geometric Rug from Same Ms. as Rug
 Shown in Fig. 27 (after Martin)

 FIG. 29-Geometric Rug in Miniature
 dated 141o A. D. (after Sakisian)
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 FIG. 30-Two Geometric Rugs from Ms. of I410
 A. D. (after Martin)

 FIG. 3I-Persian Rug of Geometric Composition in Ms. of
 End of XV Century (after Sakisian)
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 manuscript are quite similar to those of the Khwaju Kirmani of the British Museum.
 Those of the two manuscripts fall into three classes: One type prefers a center field of
 bright colors, yellow or vermilion; the design consists of central flowers and star rosettes
 connected by knotted bands. In the second type we observe compartments of different
 colors (olive green, blue, vermilion, brown, or yellow) separated by bands which form
 knots and star rosettes. The third type uses vines set on a uniform ground forming
 hexagons or octagons. The borders invariably have conventionalized Kufic lettering
 in white or gold which with preference is set on chocolate-brown ground. It is to be
 remarked that all rugs in the Khwaju Kirmani have narrow borders only on the outer side.
 They are invariably green and are framed by orange water lines. Such uniformity makes
 us conclude that the rugs depicted must actually have existed. The resemblance of the
 rug in Fig. 27 to a star Ushak design is remarkable and suggests that these designs must
 go back to a Turcoman tradition which existed in Anatolia as well as in Khorassan.

 A particularly interesting carpet (Fig. 3I) is represented in a minature of the famous
 Shahnameh, formerly in the Tekke of the Dancing Dervishes in Pera, now in the Evkav
 Museum in Istanbul.44 This beautiful rug design is an elaboration of the preceding patterns.
 Instead of the star motives we find rosettes formed by four symmetrically grouped forked
 arabesque leaves-a motif that is one of the stand-bys in the design of the so-called Holbein
 rugs woven in Turkey during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Around this motif run
 intertwined bands, which form an octagon somewhat similar to the octagons that are
 alternated with the arabesque motives in the "Holbein" rugs. The knot motives appear in
 their usual position, but instead of the rosette that, in the previous examples, forms the
 center of the repeat, we have a rosette surrounded by floral twigs, a rather graceful motif
 reflecting clearly the Chinese floral style so frequent in Near Eastern decoration
 during the Mongol and Timurid periods. The border is Kufic. It is to be noted that
 the manuscript from which this miniature with rug pattern is reproduced was written,
 according to Armenag Bey Sakisian, at the end of the fifteenth century for Ali Mirza, the
 brother of Shah Ismail, and not, as stated by Martin, for a Timurid Ali Mirza in Herat.
 Although origin from Khorassan cannot be claimed, the manuscript is, however, Persian,
 not Turkish.

 Another important representation of a Timurid carpet is found in the Shahnameh,
 owned by the Royal Asiatic Society.45 The carpet shows a design of knotted white bands,
 forming octagons on a deep blue ground. The center of each octagon is filled by a four-
 pointed design of stems with attached arabesque leaves and palmettes in vermilion and
 dark green. The main border with conventionalized Kufic writing in white on chocolate-
 brown ground is framed inside and outside by yellow bands. The relation of this design to
 the rugs of the Shahnameh of the Gulistan Museum on the one hand and to early "star
 Ushaks " and early Bergamas is evident. The knotted octagons in the so-called Holbein
 rugs of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries are evidently a simplified form of the design
 of this miniature. This miniature also is a further confirmation that these rugs on Timurid

 44. See Martin, Carpets, fig. 8i, and a much better University Press, 1931. The carpet reproduced on color
 reproduction in Armenagh Bey Sakisian, op. cit., fig. 42. pi. V, the meeting between Tahminah and Rustam (num-
 45. See J. V. S. Wilkinson, The Shahnameh of Firdausi, ber of folio not indicated). My indications of color after

 Ms. in the Possession of the Royal Asiatic Society, Oxford this reproduction only.
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 miniatures are not phantasies of a miniature painter but that they correspond to types of
 rugs which must have actually existed and which seem to be forerunners of Transcaspian
 as well as of Caucasian and Turkish designs, while in Persia this type has disappeared
 without leaving a trace.

 The comparison and study of the relief on Tchifteh Minareh Medresseh and the designs
 furnished by these documents seem to permit certain important conclusions:

 We find a relationship between the design of a stone relief of I27I/2 A. D. and the
 designs found in a decorated page of a Persian manuscript of I3IO A. D. and in several rug
 designs on Persian miniatures dating from I396 and 1410 A. D. The similarity of designs
 seems to indicate that the same persons were probably responsible for their creation.
 There can hardly be any doubt that it was the book illuminators who originated the
 patterns. It is difficult to see either a stonecutter or a rug weaver in the rl6e of furnisher
 of intricate designs to a book illuminator. To one acquainted with the method of pro-
 duction of industrial designs, this conclusion seems obvious. But it will always be opposed
 by the, to my mind, impossibly romantic theory that sees in the modest mediaeval (Eastern
 or Western) stonecutter or the humble Eastern carpet weaver a poetical genius who invents
 his own designs.

 The second conclusion concerns the origin of such Turkish rug patterns as those of the
 "star Ushak" and "Holbein" rugs. I hope to have been able to show that the Sivas relief
 and its contemporary relatives are forerunners of these patterns. The fact that we find
 close relatives of these Turkish patterns on rugs represented in Persian miniatures suggests
 that such patterns must have existed also in Persia during the fourteenth and fifteenth
 centuries. Since the miniature painters distinguish very clearly in their representations of
 rugs between purely floral medallion patterns46 and these semigeometrical patterns of
 endless repeat, we may assume that rugs of both types existed in Persia during the Mongol
 and Timurid periods. While the fluid types of design survived and were developed in
 Persia, we find but few remains of the semigeometric designs in extant Persian rugs. In
 Turkey, on the contrary, the semigeometric style remained predominent until the inter-
 pretation of Persian models introduced a fluid floral style. The question of whether the
 weavers of the Turkoman race preferred the semigeometric designs, while the Iranian
 Persian developed the fluid style, must remain for the present at least in the field of specu-
 lation, though it is a speculation to which a study of more recent Persian rugs might seem
 to lend fairly good support.

 4. Turumtai Turbeh, Amasia. Decoration of Panel at Right Top of South Wall
 (Figs. 23, 38)

 More than any other of the stone reliefs, this panel gives the effect of a carpet suspended
 on the wall. The relation between center field and main border, the narrow water lines

 framing the border-all this is of true rug character.

 46. See rug design from ms. in Evkav Museum, formerly double miniature in the beginning of the Nizami, Khamse,
 in the Tekke of the Mevlevi, Pera, reproduced by Martin, formerly Goloubew collection, repr. in Schulz, Persisch-
 Carpets, fig. 83. Islamische Miniaturmalerei, pl. 37 (dated 868 A. H.-

 A clear distinction between rugs of geometric design and 1463 A. D.).
 rugs with a fluid medallion pattern is also found in the
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 FIG. 32-Teheran, Gulistan Museum: Miniature of Shahnameh. Written FIG. 33-Rug in Late XV Century Persian Ms.
 in 1429 A. D. by Ja'far Baisunquri for the Timurid Sultan Baisunqur (after Martin)
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 FIG. 34-Diagram of Relief FIG. 35-Diagram of Border of XVI Century Ushak Rugs in
 Shown in Fig. 2I Musee des Arts Decoratifs and Altunian Collection, Paris

 FIG. 37-Diagram of Border of Relief
 Shown in Fig. 23

 FIG. 36-Diagram of Right Panel
 of Relief Shown in Fig. 23

 FIG. 38-Diagram of
 Left P anel of Relief FIG. 39-Diagram of Border of Relief Left Panel of Relief
 Shown in Fig. 23
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 The decoration of the center field shows a design of palmettes set into ogival compart-
 ments and sustained by curved stems which converge from rignt and left. The contour of
 these compartments is formed, at the base, by a double forked arabesque leaf. Both ends
 of the double leaf aid in sustaining a small "fleur-de-lis" palmette, from which issues the
 next forked arabesque-leaf motif. The repeat is thus a drop repeat. The design is of
 very fine balance.

 Relation to Extant Rug Designs

 This design is of course an old stand-by for woven fabrics. We find it in Byzantine
 fabrics, for instance in the fabric represented on the portrait of Nikephoros Botoniates
 (died, II8I A. D.) in the Paris manuscript of Johannes Chrysostomos.47 The same type
 of composition is found on Chinese fabrics of the fourteenth century and is frequent in
 Italian weaves of the Lucca type as well as in Venetian fabrics of the fifteenth century.48
 It also occurs frequently in rug composition. It appears in a very simplified and stunted
 form in the rug Konya I.49 A composition of palmettes within ogives is the leading principle
 of composition in the Persian vase rugs of the sixteenth century. In these rugs, the ogives
 are sometimes formed, not by curved stems but by serrated leaves, as for instance in the
 well-known vase rug in the Tchinili Kiosk Museum in Istanbul.50 This type of composition
 goes back to the two arabesque leaves enclosing a palmette, a design which we find as a
 detail on the stone relief of Tchifteh Minareh (Fig. 21). A similar composition is found in
 an important fabric recently discovered in the tomb of Can Grande I della Scala (died
 1329 A. D.)."1 Indian designers use an elaboration of this pattern of ogives enclosing a
 palmette. It occurs also in Turkish rugs of the sixteenth century.52

 The rug-like character of this panel of Tchifteh Minareh Medresseh is further emphasized
 by the border, which shows palmettes alternating with T-shaped motives, no doubt a
 forerunner of the Turkish T-border.

 5. Turumtai Turbeh, Amasia. Panel of Upper Part of Rounded Southeast Corner
 (Figs. 23, 36, 37)

 The field of this panel shows a design consisting of two feathery arabesque leaves
 enclosing a palmette. This palmette is sustained by two curved stems coming from right
 and left. At the other ends of the curved stems are smaller palmettes which are set in
 between and below the larger palmettes. The composition is arranged in a drop repeat.

 47. See Ebersolt, Les arts somptuaires de Byzance, fig. 42. century: all these are typical examples of the pattern of

 48. The following examples may be cited: curved stems forming ogives and enclosing a palmette.
 49. Sarre, op. cit., p. 51, recognizes remains of lettering

 Falke, Sedenweblcerei, fig. 23t, Arab (not Byzantlne), in the design of the center field of this rug; the design
 eleventh-twelfth century; here the curved stems enclose

 seems to me, however, to be floral.
 an independent palmette, which is not attached to the 5 Bode-Kuehnel, op. ci., figs. 35 and 36.
 stems, and which has in its center a second palmette. . Reproduced in Giorgio San Giorgi, Contributi allo
 Falke, op. cst., figs. 322, 323, both Chinese, fourteenth Studio dell'Arte Tessile, Milan, Rome, n. d., p. 39, fig. 4
 century. Falke, op. cit., fig. 343, Persia (?), fourteenth (the third row of medalions from the top).
 century; fig. 367, Egypt, fourteenth century; fig. 377, 52. Bode-Kuehnel, fig. 74. There is also an unpub-
 Spain (?), fifteenth century; figs. 399 and 409, both lished specimen of the sixteenth to seventeenth century in
 Lucca, fourteenth century, rich in Near Eastern elements; the mosque of Ala ed-Din in Angora, a small sedjadek with
 figs. 497 and 498, both Italian, second half of fifteenth lozenges on a red ground.
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 Relation to Extant Rug (and Textile) Designs

 This type of design cannot be traced exactly in the Lucca fabrics of the fourteenth
 century. I see a relation, however, between the stone panel and the design of a textile
 reproduced by Falke (op. cit., fig. 427), which shows a repeated design of palmettes enclosed
 by a pair of three-lobed leaf motifs, which follow the curved outline of the palmette. I do
 not know of any early rugs in which this type of composition occurs, but the single motif
 that forms the repeat is frequently found in the borders of Persian rugs of the "Herat"
 or "Isfahan" type and in rugs of the Turkish court manufacture.
 The border of this stone panel (Fig. 37) is a very important document. It is of a decided

 rug character and of a type of design that we are scarcely likely to find in book decoration.
 In it we recognize clearly a group of intertwined curved stems with attached arabesque
 leaves, which are framed on either side by two interlaced shafts of conventionalized Kufic
 lettering. This is a classic motif of border design in sixteenth century Turkish rugs of the
 Ushak type. The design of the rug borders is more elaborate; motives of the "Chinese
 floral" style are substituted for the arabesque motives of the stone carving; but the general
 conception of the borders is absolutely identical. The corresponding Ushak border appears
 on a rug in the Stroganoff collection which I suspect to be identical with the fine Ushak
 rug in the Muse des Arts Decoratifs in Paris (central gallery). Exactly the same border
 design occurs on an important Ushak rug of similar quality in the Altunian collection in
 Paris (Fig. 35).

 6. Turumtai Turbeh, Amasia. Decoration of Top of Southwestern Corner

 Only the lower part of this corner is old; the upper part is of later construction and
 without decoration. The lower, decorated part appears now as a frieze, but no doubt it
 originally formed part of a rectangular panel corresponding to those of the better
 preserved east corner of the same south fagade of the turbeh. What remains shows an
 exceedingly bold design closely related to the designs of the carvings Numbers 4 and 5.
 Large, bold palmettes are sustained by curved stems converging from below from right
 and left. The lowest petals of the palmettes shoot off to right and left and end in scrolls
 which, in their turn, form the lowest petals of smaller palmettes. Each smaller palmette
 is surmounted by another small palmette from which two bold arabesque leaves issue to
 right and left. The pattern is arranged in a drop repeat. The first border of the panel
 consists of Neskhi lettering. The second, however, is of a marked rug character: vines of a
 double cyma curve divide the border into triangular sections pointing alternately up and
 down: in each triangle is a boldly designed palmette.

 Relation to Extant Rug Designs

 The border of this panel is clearly a forerunner of the rug borders based on the same
 motif, such as are frequently found on Persian and Turkish rugs of the sixteenth century
 and later.53 The detail of the design of the palmettes and branches of the relief is of course
 of a style different from that of the later rugs, but the similarity of the composition is
 nevertheless certain.

 53. See Bode-Kuehnel, for Persian examples, fig. 6 arabesque character, and fig. 57 (Williams Collection);
 (Poldi-Pezzoli), fig. 22, Austrian Museum; for Caucasian, for Turkish, fig. 70 (Ushak, Berlin Museum).
 fig. 25, showing a rug of the sixteenth century still of
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 7. Barudjiah Medresseh, Sivas. Spandrel of Rear Liwan (Figs. 25, 41)

 The design of this spandrel is again a very curious repeat pattern, somewhat related
 to the pattern of Number 3 (Tchifteh Minareh). On account of the triangular surface to
 be covered there have been introduced a few modifications of the rigid scheme. The
 center of each unit of the design is formed by an interlaced, six-pointed star rosette. Each

 of the six points is connected by two ribbons with a hexagon which contains an ornamented
 raised boss. The spaces between stars and hexagons form a compartment of a type
 frequently found in Persian tile fields-a bar terminating at both ends with a three-
 pronged arrowhead. The arrowheads link up with the star rosettes forming the
 centers of the adjoining units, and the whole composition thus groups itself to form a
 drop repeat.

 Relation to Extant Rug Designs

 This composition is reminiscent of the sixteenth century cartouche rugs, among which
 the one at the Metropolitan Museum of Art and its mate at the Mus6e des Tissus in
 Lyons are perhaps the most striking examples.54

 CONCLUSIONS

 The stone reliefs described in the preceding paragraphs show a relation to rug designs
 that is evident to the eye. A close examination proves that their designs are similar to
 those of rugs represented on miniature paintings as well as to those of later extant rugs.
 Are we permitted to deduct from this resemblance that the stone reliefs of the thirteenth
 century reproduce designs of contemporaneous rugs which represented the highest
 grade of Seljuk rug manufacture, while the Konya and Beyshehir rugs represent a more
 ordinary type of early rugs?

 I have tried to prove that the Konya and Beyshehir rugs can hardly have been those
 Seljuk rugs that Marco Polo, after having traveled over Asia Minor, Persia, and Turkestan,
 called the "finest in the world." The rugs to which he referred must have been rugs of

 high quality, let us say rugs of the Seljuk court manufacture, which were designed by book
 illuminators, who used the same stock of motives for their book decorations, textile
 patterns, and designs to be executed in fayence mosaic and stone carving. While it cannot
 be stated with absolute certitude that rug designs were copied in Seljuk stone reliefs, it is

 very probable that at least the idea of a rug design could not help intruding upon the mind
 of the designer when a rectangular surface was to be decorated. The relation between
 book illumination and rug design impresses itself so intensely on the observer that Blochet,

 for example, calls the decorated page of the Rashid ed-Din manuscript without hesitation
 "a carpet." Sarre and Deri have pointed out the resemblance of the faience mosaic panels
 of Karatai Medresseh in Konya to suspended prayer rugs.55 Strzygowski sees in the
 nomad's tent, with its hangings, lambrequins and carpets, a source of inspiration for the

 54. Ancient Oriental Carpets, pl. 14. p. 128: "these decorations enliven the walls like suspended
 55. Sarre, Persische Baudenkmaeler (first edition), prayer rugs." See also p. I41.
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 decoration of sanctuaries and houses in Chinese Turkestan.56 He reproduces in Asiens
 Bildende Kunst (fig. I6I) a ceiling decorated with a painted reproduction of what is
 evidently a carpet, and indeed bears an amazing resemblance to Chinese carpets of the
 eighteenth century. Whether the carpet depicted was a pile-knotted carpet or a carpet of
 inlaid felt is of course impossible to say. Strzygowski also shows how the lambrequin
 motif has found its way from tent decoration into architecture, for instance in the top
 frieze of the tower in Radkan, Persia. Indeed, the use of textile motives in architectonic
 decoration in Eastern Turkestan and also in Persia is so current that one is tempted to
 assume that we find in the Seljuk stone reliefs representing carpets a souvenir of a much
 earlier Central Asiatic tradition.

 It seems, accordingly, fairly probable that the designers of the Seljuk stone reliefs chose
 from their stock-in-trade of patterns those that were specially adapted for rugs, and that
 the similarity of the stone carvings to suspended rugs was as present in their minds as it
 is in ours. In the examples I have cited, I have been able to show a certain relationship
 with rug designs, but such a relationship is particularly striking in the border design of
 Number 5 and in the surface patterns of Numbers i and 8.

 I should like, therefore to summarize the results of my study as follows:

 I. The Konya and Beyshehir rugs are no doubt early rugs, some of them, perhaps of
 the Seljuk period. This cannot, however, be proved.

 2. The Konya and Beyshehir rugs were most probably woven in "Caramania."
 They cannot, however, be considered as products of a court manufacture. Like the
 Ushaks of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, they are semi-industrial rugs of a
 standardized, traditional design.

 3. We have no reason to doubt Marco Polo's statement that in Caramania particularly
 fine rugs were woven.

 4. Such rugs-the best of them probably woven in a court manufacture-must have
 been produced Dy a system of division of labor such as existed in the mediaeval Western
 industry of tapestry weaving. The book illuminators were probably, as in the West, the
 designers for these carpets de luxe. It is likely that the designs of such carpets were fluid,
 not angular.

 5. The Seljuk stone reliefs described above not only are designed with motives from
 the stock-in-trade which a designer might apply indifferently to book decoration and
 other work, but show such a close relationship with rugs represented in slightly later
 miniatures and with extant carpets of later periods that the designer of the reliefs must
 have had in mind specific carpet patterns.

 6. The Seljuk stone reliefs can therefore be considered with good probability to be the
 only extant remains of the rug designs of the Seljuk court manufacture and of those fine
 rugs that aroused the enthusiasm of Marco Polo.

 56. Strzygowski, Altai-Iran, p. 162. See also fig. 136, drawn upon a carpet design which appears as a (stucco?)
 showing a decorated border of an ornamented barrel vault, decoration of a house in a fresco reproduced by Lecoq,
 which, according to Strzygowski, is a rich elaboration of Chotscho, pl. 26.
 Chinese Turkestan carpet designs. On p. 16I attention is
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 FIG. 40-Diagram of Center Field of Relief FIG. 4I-Diagram of Relief Shown
 Shown in Fig. 24 in Fig. 25

 FIG. 42-Diagram of Relief Shown FIG. 43-Diagram of Design of Illumination
 in Fig. 20 Shown in Fig. 44
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 PRIMITIVE RUGS OF THE "KONYA" TYPE

 APPENDIX

 A DECORATED PAGE IN A BYZANTINE MANUSCRIPT AT SAN GIORGIO DEI GRECI, VENICE

 I am greatly obliged to Miss S. Der Nersessian, who called my attention to a decorated
 page in Ms. No. 5 of the library of San Giorgio dei Greci in Venice (Fig. 44). She was kind
 enough to give me a photograph of this page, to permit my publishing it, and to advise me
 as to the date of the manuscript from which it comes.

 This manuscript is a Bible, which, according to Miss Der Nersessian, must date from the
 twelfth century. It is a large volume written on pages of vellum which measure 31.25 by
 24 cm. There is only one full-page decoration in the manuscript: the verso of folio I;
 but folio 2, recto, containing the beginning of the Gospel of St. John, written in two
 columns, is headed by a small, rectangular decorated panel.

 The decoration of folio I, verso, measures 21.8 x I7.5 cm. It is painted in colors on a
 gold ground which is laid over a red foundation. The gold is slightly rubbed off, leaving
 the red foundation visible in places, an accident that contributes greatly to the subtle
 color effect of the page.

 Outside the rectangle of the illumination are bird motives on either side of an urn, two
 palmettes and two palm trees. The central rectangle, just like a rug, shows a center field
 with a repeated allover design and a border consisting of a main border framed on inside
 and outside by secondary borders, which are in turn framed by water lines.

 The main border offers a repeat design which takes its origin in the four corners. In
 each corner is an urn, with a horizontally gadrooned body, painted in dark green,
 heightened by yellow. In the mouths of the urns are piled scale-like motives, which are of
 course faint souvenirs of heaped-up fruits. From the urns issue to right and left the two
 undulated vines that form the backbone of the design of the main border; two smaller
 circular tendrils, enclosing pansy-like palmettes, fill the extreme corners of the main
 border. The undulated vine which builds up the main border design is painted sometimes
 in blue, heightened by white, sometimes in dark green heightened by yellow. To it are
 attached at regular intervals curved stems which enclose independent circles. The motive
 is certainly a degenerated representation of a spiral vine. The larger vine units are provided
 on the inside with a succession of lancet-shaped leaflets; where vine and circular stems
 part, larger leaf motives are attached. There are three different motives contained in the
 inner circles: large urns, similar to those in the four corners; small urns set into a circle,
 and diverse bird motives. It is to be observed that the system of undulated vines undergoes
 slight irregularities caused by the difficulty of dividing the border in such a way that a
 given number of units of the curved stem will exactly fill it. The artist has solved his
 difficulty by superimposing two spirals.57 It is also to be observed that the birds in the
 design are presented always with their heads toward the top of the page: in an Oriental rug,
 the birds of the lower border would be upside down. The large urn motive, mentioned
 above, appears only in the top border, which offers also four bird motives; the lower
 border shows only two birds, two small urns, and two palmette motives. These little

 57. Superposition is observed in the upright left border,
 lower corer; the upright right border, lower corer;

 the left corer of top border; the right corer of lower
 border.
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 irregularities increase, rather than detract from the charm of the composition. The birds,
 like the stems, are painted either in green heightened with yellow or in cobalt blue height-
 ened with white; the palmettes alternating with the birds are of mulberry red heightened
 with vermilion or white.

 The small borders are decorated with a succession of small palmette flowers. The lower

 petals of the successive palmettes are cobalt blue and produce a sort of chevron effect
 along the border. The palmettes themselves are alternately mulberry-red heightened with
 white and green heightened with yellow. In the corners of the small borders are small
 squares containing vermilion cross motives outlined in white on a gold ground. The same
 small border is used for the headpiece beginning the Gospel of St. John.

 The center field is covered with an allover pattern of octagonal stars with incurved
 sides. The points of one star touch the points of the neighboring stars, and thus the spaces
 between take the shape of cross stars with outcurved sides. Each octagonal star contains
 in its center a small white disc outlined by dark blue heightened with white, in the center
 of which is a vermilion cross. From the disc issue toward the eight points of the star

 eight short stems, each of which sustains a heart-shaped leaf motif alternately blue
 heightened by white and dark green heightened by yellow. The cross-star motives show a
 similar decoration: The center contains a quatrefoil in pale mulberry and white which is
 outlined by dark blue heightened with white. From this center motive issue four stems
 each of which carries a heart-shaped leaf similar to those of the octagonal star and in the
 same colors. The background, as I have said, is gold.

 This somewhat dry description cannot give the slightest idea of the strange coloristic
 beauty of this page: the background of dull gold enlivened by the red hues of the founda-
 tion color where the gold has been rubbed off, overlaid by a delicate harmony of cobalt-
 blue, deep green and mulberry-red, accentuated by touches of vermilion, pale yellow, and
 white-it is a coloristic masterpiece.

 Such a full-page decoration as this is very exceptional in Byzantine manuscripts. They
 usually are ornamented with headpieces laid across the top of the page or across the top
 of a single column of text. Such headpieces are sometimes rectangular, sometimes arched
 and sometimes bracket-shaped. Full-page decorations such as that of the San Giorgio
 manuscript are among the greatest rarities in Byzantine book making; but in Islamic
 book decoration they are current. I am inclined, therefore, to see here Islamic influence.

 Does the page represent a carpet? If it does, does it reproduce a Byzantine or an
 Islamic carpet? In either case it would be a most important document; for we know
 neither Islamic nor Byzantine carpets of the period.68 I do not think it possible to answer
 any of these questions with certitude. All we can do at present is to raise the questions
 in the hope that the discovery of additional material may some day permit an answer.
 It may, however, be of use to point out the Byzantine and Islamic elements mingled in
 the page.

 58. Concerning the existance of Byzantine floor-carpets pile carpets are manufactured in the Peloponnesus for the
 see Ebersolt, Les arts somptuaires de Byzance, p. Io: im- Nea (ninth century); p. 46: carpets are used in Hagia
 ported Persian carpets are used during the tenth century Sophia; p. 147: mention of carpet manufacture in Con-
 in the Imperial palace; p. i: rugs are imported by caravan stantinople. Compare also Erdmann, op. cit., pp. 270-
 from the Islamic East into the Byzantine Empire; p. I4: 274: remarks on Byzantine carpets.
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 The general aspect of the page resembles a rug in a striking way: the relation between
 main border, secondary borders, and center field is exactly that found in a rug. The design
 of the main border-an undulated vine with attached spirals and birds is a motif already
 found in late classic art. We find the same design covering triangular surfaces in 'Mshatta,
 where not only birds but also small quadrupeds enliven the foliage, and also in Samarra.59
 In the 'Mshatta pattern the curved stems issue from an urn, just as in the border of the
 page. It is particularly interesting from the standpoint of rug design to observe the manner
 in which the Byzantine illuminator "gets round the corners." Many a rug, otherwise
 perfect in design, fails in this respect. A solution by means of a corner urn is unknown in
 Islamic rug design, but such corner urns seem to have existed in late classic fabrics from
 Egypt.60

 Perhaps our page renders an early mediaeval type of rug border from which the later
 borders of spiral vines with birds developed. In Persian rugs of the sixteenth century the
 latter border motif is not rare.61

 The design of the center field-an endless repeat of star octagons, with the points of
 each star touching those of the neighboring stars, and the spaces between forming cross
 stars-is frequent not only in textiles; the combination of octagonal stars with cross stars
 is most current in Persian tile revetments. Although I do not remember having seen such
 revetments in situ in Anatolia, extant fragments of octagonal stars prove that they existed
 also in Seljuk Anatolia.62 In the design of our Byzantine page the age-old motif has been
 slightly modified by slighty incurving the sides of the octagonal star, a change which
 produces a corresponding modification of the cross stars. This modified form of the
 octagonal star occurs already in very early fabrics which show clearly a late Hellenistic
 influence.63 I do not recall any rugs or reproductions of rugs with this pattern, with the
 exception of one: a rug design on a miniature from the manuscript of the Tekke of the
 Mevlevi Dervishes in Pera, which was written for Ali Mirza, the brother of Shah Ismail,
 in the late fifteenth century, shows an almost exact duplicate of the center field of our page

 (Fig. 33). In the well-known type of Turkish rugs often called Holbein rugs, we find
 an alternation of particolored octagons with particolored cross stars, the latter often
 adorned with attached forked arabesque leaves.64 And in certain rugs of the "frozen
 arabesque" type, we find a similar relation between octagons and cross stars skillfully
 hidden under the angular stems and arabesque leaves. These star and octagon designs
 must link up in some as yet unknown way with the later Turkestan rugs that show parti-
 colored octagons alternating with particolored cross-star motives.

 59. See Strzygowski, Asiens bildende Kunst, 'Mshatta: (Metropolitan Museum, New York); pl. 39, Persia, about
 fig. 501; Samarra, fig. 502. I550 (Metropolitan Museum, New York).

 6o. Two small tapestry-woven squares in the collection 62. Fragments in Tchinili Kiosk Museum, Istanbul, and
 ol Coptic textiles of the Metropolitan Museum in New fragments of other tiles reproduced in Sarre, Islamische
 York show two undulated vines issuing from a motif the Kleinkunst, pl. XIX.
 two scrolls of which seem to be the remains of an urn 63. A similar, but looser composition is on a Chinese
 design (M. M. A. 89.I8.229). I have not been able to find fabric of the 'Tang period in Falke, Seidenweberei, fig. 17,
 a clear representation of this motif in Coptic textiles. after Orimon Ruizan.
 Urns with issuing short curved stems are found filling the 64. For the "Holbein" type, see Martin, Carpets, fig.

 eight corners of a star (M. M. A. 89.182.43). 305; for the "frozen arabesque" type, see Sarre-Trenck-
 6i. See Ancient Oriental Carpets, pl. 28, Persia, about wald op. cit., p. 55.

 i6oo (Rockefeller collection); pl. 37, Persia, about 600oo
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 Our page seems thus to offer a strange mixture of late classic, Byzantine, and Near
 Eastern influences. This mixture may be explained as follows: Textiles show clearly that
 the Byzantine fabrics of the Macedonian period and earlier underwent a strong Sassanian
 as well as an early Islamic influence. It is very probable that the Byzantine carpets,
 the existance of which has been proved by Ebersolt, were affected by similar influences.

 The border of our page shows an undulated vine pattern which is frequent not only in
 late classic and Byzantine art,65 but also in Sassanian art.66 The resemblance of the
 structure of our border to that of later Persian border designs is also obvious. The border
 of our design might therefore be either a Byzantine rug border design which absorbed
 Eastern influences or it might be inspired by an Eastern forerunner of well-known rug
 borders. The border of our manuscript page might, therefore, show us an early Islamic
 border design originated under late Hellenistic inspiration, and might possibly be considered
 as the archetype of the later Persian rug borders with spiral stems. Considered from this
 point of view, the page becomes another example of the eternal give and take between
 Oriental and Western art. The problem of this interweaving of East and West is forever
 presenting itself-and so complex is the relationship that it will probably never be finally
 solved.

 I render myself account that the preceding paragraphs are of a slightly too speculative
 character. They may not, however, be entirely useless, especially in case additional
 material comes out of Egypt or Chinese Turkestan to shed more light on the early history
 of rugs and rug design.

 65. Compare such undulated vines in Coptic textiles. 66. Sassanian examples: see Smirnov, Argenterie Orient-
 See the above quoted fabric at the Metropolitan Museum, ale, pl. 56, fig. 90, and pl. 126, fig. 313. According to
 New York, number 89.i8.229. Byzantine examples are Herzfeld also the rug represented at Taq i-Bostan, cf.
 very frequent; it is sufficient to mention the bronze doors Am Tor von Asien, fig. 44, p. 138; see however my remarks
 of Hagia Sophia. above.

 Diagram of Relief Shown in Fig. 19
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